MEO
Outdoor Interactive Digital Signage Display Totems
The MEO series are a fully integrated outdoor digital signage display Totems that are suitable for displaying information to the public in a very simple and presentable way. The Totems provide content to visitors with stunningly sharp and clear images with text that is ideal to communicate ones information. An MEO Totem contains an HD wide format LCD panel, mounted in portrait mode. It could be used as an interactive touch screen information kiosk or a simple information and advertising displayer. Available sizes are 46", 55", 65", 70" and 84", and can be custom made to be single or double sided meeting the client’s ideal requirements.

The Totem’s structure is made of aluminum casing with optional cooling and heating systems for the different weather climates. It is also provided with a stainless steel base and a heavy duty anti-vandal mechanism. The MEO range has been fabricated to offer a product capable of operating in every outdoor and critical environment having an optimized thermal design, a high brightness panel (1.500cd/sqm), air conditioning and ambient light sensors among the main features.

The Totem can be supplied fully configured with a standard PC, Mac or a unit of the client’s choice. This can give the client the access to the internet via Wi-Fi, LAN or 3G/4G connections and can enable a webcam to be installed. Alternatively, a simple solid state media player of the client’s choice can be installed to enable a series of pictures and videos to be displayed with advertising content with the time schedule they prefer.